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In Praise of API Documentation

@lornajane

Obstacles to consuming APIs from Executing on APIs sectin of State of API report 2020

When asked about the biggest obstacle to consuming APIs, lack of documentation clocked in the highest obstacle to consuming APIs (54.3%), by an extremely wide margin. Other top obstacles to consuming APIs are lack of knowledge, complexity, and lack of time, all cited by a little over one-third of respondents.

Respondents with 6+ years of API development experience were more likely to mention lack of documentation than those with 0–5 years of experience.



Improving API Documentation

@lornajane

Improving API documentation from Executing on APIs sectin of State of API report 2020

What does it take to improve documentation? Our respondents had insights. The most helpful enhancement API producers can make is to provide better examples in the documentation (66.4%), followed by sample code (62.8%), and standardization (53.0%). API consumers also find real-world use cases, better workflows, additional tools, and SDKs to be helpful, although to a lesser extent.



  

MENU

Common Tasks | 5€
A fusion of tastes bringing 

together non-trivial use cases. 
Served with your choice of:

 - Java
 - Node.js

 - PHP

Request/Response Examples | 7€
Tasty requests and responses, 

served with a side of sample data

Human Contact | 4€
We specialise in service with a 
digital smile! Find us online.

Extras | 2€
Add a little something more:

 - video content
 - code snippets

 - demo apps

Tools Platter | 10€
Perfect for sharing! A variety 
of in-season tools to improve 

and enhance the developer 
experience

Troubleshooting Guide | 8€
Sample a selection of delectable 
solutions to common problems 

and gotchas

Getting Started Docs | 4€
An ideal vanilla opener, 

introducing a twist of freshness

Authentication Overview | 8€
Smooth notes in this starter to 
get users up and running easily

SDKs and Libraries | 12€
A main course to satisfy all 

appetites by providing 
ready-to-run libraries



Getting Started Content
Developers do read documentation (sometimes)

• Overview content: introduce developers to the landscape
• Include (at least) one working example
• Link to any dependencies

• sign up page
• pricing information

@lornajane



Examples are Worth Many Words
Include example responses in the API reference.

@lornajane

OK this is technically IN the API reference and not beyond it. I am not sorry.

More is more, so much more. OpenAPI has examples! Use them!



Code Samples Are Awesome
Copy-and-paste examples to get developers started quickly.
 

@lornajane

DevRel is about meeting developers on their home turf and speaking their language

Use libraries if you have them, or just standard http handling if you don't. Developers will put the clues together if you just offer them clues.

Having Curl helps too!



Code Sample Mechanics
1. Create a repository full of working standalone examples
2. In your documentation, write words and then refer to the

code by repo/file/line number
3. Repeat for as many languages as you wish, plus curl

@lornajane

Someone always asks me about this!

It starts from what you would write: words, placeholders and then the code - but you write a pseudo code outline and then each tech stack implements the same thing with the same placeholders

Documentation repo has a git submodule containing code snippets repo(s)

The code is also independent (and runnable!)



HowTo: X with Y
X is a common task; Y is a tech stack
 

@lornajane

Now combine these and write complete articles with words around the whole thing for each combination. It really helps!

Include setup steps, auth, logging, security, etc. Many devs will only read this one post!



Troubleshooting Guide
Create a dedicated space for common solutions to common
problems, and consider it a living document
 

• Does a common error indicate a missing dependency?
• A generic message have a non-obvious remedy?
• A great tool help with a common gotcha?
 
Share the knowledge!

@lornajane

Bonus points for pasting error messages that search engines can find and index, and for linking to this page from support tickets, stackoverflow, or wherever.

For example, with unlucky timing, one of our APIs will tell you something never happened. It did, wait 20 seconds and try again!



Recommend Related Tools
Are there tools that work well with your products? Share them!
 
For example we have:

• Ngrok for local development with webhooks
• Postman (of course!) for API calls
• Prism for a mock API server for testing
• Sample apps to help debugging events

@lornajane

Try building and sharing apps made from the scrappy scripts you make for yourself. If you find it useful, so will your people



Demo Apps
Working but minimal versions of likely applications

• Pick your favourite use cases
• Take inspiration from Sales' "verticals"
• Mix up technologies to appeal to different communities

@lornajane

Bonus points if it has documentation (of course it does) and is easy to run/deploy



SDKs
(OK, this is a whole other talk, I know)

@lornajane

This is next-level, and perhaps if you are a documentarian, this feels out of scope. But bear with me, I think this is a key part of Developer Experience.

Build minimal featureset but complete. Per API? Modular? Only ship what you can support, encourage community

Using OpenAPI as the basis, but also adding helper stuff, and keeping machine code away from humans. 



Be Real
Don't hide behind the team or company.

• Use your name (or handle)
• Direct people to where they can find you/help
 

@lornajane

People understand we are people, they are more likely to ask a question of a person than rant about a faceless corporation on twitter. I mean, it might still happen but ...

Not about always being available! Signpost support/stackoverflow, whatever.

This is the best way I know to get feedback on improving ... everything that went before this



  

Chef's Recommendations

Common Tasks | 5€
A fusion of tastes bringing 

together non-trivial use cases. 
Served with your choice of:

 - Java
 - Node.js

 - PHP

Request/Response Examples | 7€
Tasty requests and responses, served 

with a side of sample data

Getting Started Docs | 4€
An ideal vanilla opener, 

introducing a twist of freshness



Resources
• State of API Report: https://www.postman.com/state-of-api
• Vonage SDKs: https://developer.nexmo.com/tools
• Vonage Blog: https://nexmo.com/blog
• Consistent and Delightful SDKs: https://nordicapis.com/
• These slides: https://noti.st/lornajane/SEO0Bm
• My blog and more: https://lornajane.net

@lornajane
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